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you meaning one person or you meaning many persons. You say that you meaning

one person,am4re-fieaa which you know intimately and ...you can't translate

it in the English. In English- in.in Pact, in German the person that means you

also means ..same word so that I was wak4 walking with a man my second day

in Brx].1n and we can by the ... whsn I said. they are going fast he took me to

mean they are going fast. Because there is a distinction in the Engli there

that you don't have in the German. Well, not, here we have x

4S-j distinction in the English that isn't in the Hebrew-and z now, to ins

..you listen and you go there, and. you listen ani you come there. If we see,...

ve---ye-.e-eebe4

Elo

If you say somebody eats good, they would think that you meant eat well. they

think you were using an adjective as if it were an adverb. And. t e reason why

eat good doesn't make sense in English is because in English an adjective is

an adjective. --We do not accept t any adjective in English as a noun, except

..we say the living and. tr the dead.. Now, in German and in Hebrew, and most

other languages we use an adjective as a noun. And so good can be something

that is good, eat the good things that God. has available for us, We say the living

and the dead. , but theris no...Now, in German and Hebrsw,most other languages,

they use an adjective with a noun. e- It But it doesn't mean good things.

It means ...Now, we do that in English with the word ....there are a few cases

..we wouldn't say the tall, ..we do say the good of the i land, ..eat that which

is good. is a queer way of putting It.. .and. each good. thing. .now, that is very

possible ...and. you have here an Impefect with a Waw Conjunctive.. .however, ther

is a z rule of Hebrew syntax that the Imperfect wit the Waw conjunctive or even

the Perfect wila the Waw conversive, when used after "..qulte genererally it expresses

not merely the hope that will follow from the action but includes in itself the

exietation to perform the action and thereby produce ...so this can be ".. each
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